Travel with us in a continuum of future past time, to explore a mountain forest topology of the discoverable and hidden. We voyage from this dimensional portal to communal points in space and time, finding new passages, seeking understanding with expanded perspectives.

Country Club has been extended to four days this year! Country Club is in a secret upstate New York location that will be shared with ticket-holders. It is an off-the-grid, woodland oasis where blissful self-reliance meets massive multi-player participation. Most of the camping site is in the woods. Country Club is not RV friendly.
GLOW STICKS
In 2017, due to some negligent campers littering their glow sticks, glow bracelets, glow necklaces, etc, clean up was a real problem. Since then, our policy has been to ban these single use items. Please DO NOT bring them. We invite you to explore fiber optics, EL Wire and led strips to light up your night experience.

FIRES
Fires for large groups will be coordinated by Disorient production team. Personal small fires must be kept off the ground, in fire dishes, and in well-cleared areas. Extreme care must be practiced to keep from scorching the land.

DOGS
Dogs are welcome, but please be aware that the Main Stage can reach levels that are harmful to dogs’ sensitive ears. Please keep dogs away from the Main Stage area.

TICKS
Ticks are part of camping in Upstate New York. Please come armed with DEET and Permethrin.

THOMAS EGAN PHOTOGRAPHY
Thomas Egan Photography will once again be capturing the magic this year. If you see him, say hi, and be sure to explore his photos after the event. If you do not wish to have your photo taken please make it known.

PORNJ GUARDS
Pornj Guards will be on site to help maintain a safe and consentual environment for all campers. Campers behaving aggressively will be warned once. If a second intervention is necessary, offending campers will be asked to leave.

SAUNA
Use good judgement with the onsite sauna. Children under the age of 18 are not permitted to use without direct guardian supervision.

LAKE
Swimming is permitted in the lake. Please feel free to bring floats, rafts, small boats etc. There is no lifeguard on duty, children under the age of 18 are not permitted to swim without direct guardian supervision.

LEAVE NO TRACE
Country Club is a pack it in, pack it out experience. There are no trash cans onsite.
WHAT’S LNT? WHAT’S MOOP?
LNT is Leave No Trace that you were there. MOOP is Matter Out Of Place. Anything that is not natural to the Country Club grounds is MOOP. Flakes and ashes from burnt material also counts as MOOP. You take out every scrap of material you brought in. That includes all your garbage. DO NOT dispose of anything on the ground. Do a thorough MOOP sweep of your campsite before you leave.

LNT CODE OF CONDUCT

PLASTIC
Plastic disposable cups, just don’t. Bring your reusable cup. Don’t throw plastic into fires. The fumes will make you feel funny, and not in the good way.

CIGARETTEs
Carry a butt can. Use it. Best practice - roll your smokes so you are not leaving filters to be picked up by our rockstar Disengage Team.

HIDE YOUR GARBAGE BAGS
People tend to throw their garbage into whatever open trash bag is available. If you do not want to take out loads of other people’s trash, consider a tarp to cover your trash. Also, it makes it easier to separate trash from recycling.

LEND A HAND
Some campers will be coming via bus and cannot bring out bags of trash. Please help these people if you can. If you can’t take extra garbage out, please gift some trash bags to the Disengage Crew.

PACKAGING
You can reduce the amount of trash you have to take out by removing any excess packaging from your supplies before you arrive at the event.

CARDBOARD
Do not burn it. It becomes a flakey mess that is impossible to clean up.
YOU NEED TO BRING:

- Photo ID
- Food
- Beverages
- Cooking supplies
- Utensils
- Reusable cup
- DEET / Premethrin
- Tent
- Power
- Toilet Paper
- Baby Wipes and/or Solar Shower
- Enviro-Safe Soap
- Weatherproof footwear
- Clothing for hot and cold weather
- Heavy duty trash bags
- Common sense knowledge of existing in the woods for three days

WE DO NOT PROVIDE

WATER

There is no water provided at Country Club. There are no showers. You must bring all the water you will need for the weekend. Recommendation is a little more than 1 gallon per person per day for drinking, cooking and cleaning.

LOCAL RESOURCES

GROCERY STORES:
- *Hannaford Supermarket (recommended), 295 NY-375, West Hurley
  6:30am-10pm, everyday
- Phoenicia Market, 85 Main St, Phoenicia / Mon-Sat 8am-8 pm, Sun 9am-3pm
- Boiceville Station, 4099 NY-28, Boiceville / Mon-Thurs 7am-8 pm, Fri & Sat 7am-9pm, Sun 8am-8pm

NEAREST BIG BOX STORE:
- Walmart Supercenter, Hudson Valley Plaza, 601 Frank Sottile Blvd, Kingston
  Open 24 hours
- Target, 1300 Ulster Ave, Kingston / Sun-Thurs 8am-10pm, Fri & Sat 8am-11pm

CAMPING SUPPLIES:
- *Kenco Outfitters (locally owned), 1000 Hurley Mountain Rd, Kingston,
  M-F 9am-7pm, Sat 9am-6pm, Sunday 11am-5pm
- Camping World of Kingston, 124 NY-28, Kingston, Mon-Fri 8am-7pm,
  Sat 8am-5pm, Sun 11am-5pm
TICKETS
Country Club is a private ticketed event.
No ticket = no entry
No tickets will be sold at the gate.

THE GATE
GATE IS NOT OPEN 24 HOURS DURING EVENT
2019 Gate Schedule
Thursday- Gates are open Noon to 2AM
Friday - Gates are open 9AM to 2AM
Saturday- Gates are open 9AM-10PM
You will be allowed to go in and out once you have arrived but please, be
respectful of the neighbors when you do so. Don’t be loud. No late night trips
unless absolutely necessary.

PARKING
Park in the parking lot, see the Site Map.
You CANNOT park on the grass.
You CANNOT park by your tent.
You will be allowed to drive to your campsite to temporarily unload.
Limited production parking passes will be available for production-related vehicles
to park on the grounds.

SETTING UP CAMP
Please note the FAMILY FRIENDLY and OPEN CAMPING. We ask you to respect those wishing a quieter experience in the family
areas. Open camping is available beyond the marked spots. Please check in at the gate with any questions and our Lady of the
Manor cell will assist you in locating a perfect camping spot for you and your crew. We encourage you to bring EZ ups and other
shade structures to make your experience more comfortable. Hot tip: 6-8 inch lag bolts combined with an impact driver will make
your tie down experience modern and easy.

RVS
Country Club is not RV friendly. No RVs.
Mountain weather is unpredictable. It could be 90º F or 30ºF while you’re there. Come prepared. The mountains can get cold at night even in the summer. Waterproof boots are needed to keep your feet dry if any showers occur. Bring a warm sleeping bag and pad, and make sure your tent is zipped closed to protect your items from the elements.

**Night Time Safety**
Please make sure you are lighting yourself and your camp area up at night. Think LEDs, EL Wire, reflective tape, headlamps, string lights. It’s for your safety and the safety of others.

**Glass**
Avoid glass. No glass beverage bottles, please. It is a bitch to deal with if they break. Cans, on the other hand, can be crushed and put with your recycling. Crushed cans also take up less space in your already full car.

**Again, Leave No Trace**
Do not leave anything on the grounds.
Do not leave your stuff at other people’s campsites for them to clean up.

**The Lake**
Swimming is permitted in the lake. Please feel free to bring floats, rafts, small boats etc. There is no lifeguard on duty, children under the age of 18 are not permitted to swim without direct guardian supervision.

**Portos**
Portos will be provided.
Single ply toilet paper only, no flushable wipes.

**Dogs**
You may bring your dog but please be mindful of them, as there are coyotes and snazzwanglers in the area. You are responsible for cleaning up after your pets. Poop = moop. And, again, we urge you not to bring your dog down to the main stage when there are DJs performing, as it will probably make your dog miserable.

**Vending**
Disorient will not be vending at Country Club, and no vending is allowed.

**Sauna**
Use good judgement with the onsite sauna. Children under the age of 18 are not permitted to use without direct guardian supervision.
GET CREATIVE

Part of what makes our Country Club community great is the enthusiasm and creativity of our participants. In addition to being a venue of music and camping, we also are a venue for art installations and interactive experiences. Disorient is offering art grants for projects displayed at Country Club. Please fill out this form to contribute. We request that very large art, or art that requires power or fire elements be coordinated with us to ensure that your art can be safely displayed. For more information, email countryclub@disorient.info

GET INVOLVED

The mission of Disorient is to make people happy. As we get bigger and more organized, it’s important to remember that what makes Disorient special is that by joining together, we can bring happiness to more and more people. That is what we do on the playa. It is what we strive to do off the playa. Volunteer to join us. It is our foundations. It is our heart. Join the volunteer squad. Help us make the magic that is the Country Club experience. It is not a great way to meet new people and get involved, it is the BEST way. You will truly feel a part of the fold once you have been a part of the creation of a Disorient event. Want to volunteer for Country Club? Unsure of what you can do? Do not fret, my friend, no specialized skills are necessary. Here, fill out this form. We’ll find a place for you, we promise.

Want to know about other volunteer opportunities for other Disorient events? We have this group for that.
MUSIC & VIDEO

**DJs**

- PENNY LANE | BAE COLLECTIVE
- LAURA LYNN | NYC
- LENI | MICROVISION
- NU SKY & IVAN MELNIK B2B | METAPHYSICAL MOTIVATIONS
- PETRA
- ORION KEYSER | DISORIENT // REALITY
- CHARLIE FUNK | DISORIENT // DIGITAL NATIVE
- TANYA EVERYWHERE | DIGITAL NATIVE // RABBIT HOLE COLLECTIVE
- JAKE LAMA | G HOUSE NYC
- WOLKENKATZE | DISORIENT
- TJ MCAU | MICROVISION // DISORIENT
- DIRTY HONEY | DISORIENT // DIGITAL NATIVE
- SILLOET & EBBS B2B | DESSERT CO.
- DIMA MARKUS | DISORIENT // MICROVISION
- YANDL (LIVE) | MICROVISION
- WALLY WHATEVER
- CARMINE TONY | SECRET GUESTS // BASIL COLLECTIVE
- DJ N8TRONICK | WARPER PARTY // DISORIENT // NY ELECTRONIC UNDERGROUND
- MIKE MURPHY
- HARDCANDY | NYC
- SHAUL | DISORIENT // MICROVISION
- STAZ | MICROVISION

**VJs**

- VECTOR LAIN | DISORIENT
- ERIC MORTENSEN | DISORIENT
- SOFY YUDITSKAYA | DISORIENT
- REBECCA NUVOLETTA | DISORIENT
- VJ ZAREE
- RGB VALUES + N8TRONICK | DISORIENT // WARPER PARTY // NY ELECTRONIC UNDERGROUND
- PRIMITIVE HEART | WARPER PARTY // BAE // FEMALE FREQUENCY // SOUNDGIRLS
- GENE KOGAN
- RICH COURAGE | WARPER PARTY // FAWWN
- CJ
- VAPORSTACK | NYC CHIPTUNE
- PERMIAN STRATA | WARPER PARTY
REFRACTED WAVES
Sofy Yuditskaya
A voyage through non-euclidean space time. As you move through the sound installation, the universe moves around you. Does it change because you change, or does it change because of its own evolving logic? Enter this labyrinth of sound, find a gravitational vortex and stay a while, explore the landscape, walk the middle path, time travel.

QNAR: A QUADRAPHONIC NARRATIVE
Douglas Hart
Envelop yourself in a Quadraphonic Narrative nestled in the upper woods

SECRET RAMEN CART
Nitro
Bring your bowl to the dance floor.

S N A R K A D E
Digital Native
Video games have permeated our existence. The gamification of life has begun. How will you level up? See the special events page for the competition and workshops days and times

THE ALL NIGHTER
Viktor Getmanchuk/Margarete Gere
Sauna cabin

CIANI’S DOMAIN
Eric Mortensen and Jared Klett
Ambient/unusual/mellow/intoxicating

CUBE
ceaseless
Walk around a moving image in smoke

STILL HANGING, STILL TALKING
Herr Splinter
Repurposed materials with something to say...

VEGGIE KING
Rebecca Nuvoletta
Experience His bounty at Veggie King - Disorient Country Club’s all vegetable drive through/walk through window.

THE GATHERING OF THE UNLIMITED DEVOTION
Art Immerse
The Gathering of the Unlimited Devotion incorporates play as a path to the divine. Through the dust, a spinning object appears. It is round and resembles the nostalgic Sit ‘n Spin toy from the distant past.

SURREALIST TEAHOUSE
Sophi Kravitz
A red room in the woods with experiential tea bar and maximum purr. Seeking tea-tenders & exhibitionists: artimmerse@gmail.com

DANCESAFE
Not exactly the safety dance but still a great way to be safer while you dance and play.

DISORIENT TV
Jake Joaquin with Eric Mortensen, Horus And Rebecca Nuvoletta
Tickle your brain with moving pictures.

CHURCH OF SAGAN
J Good & Angela Day
Grab your burgundy and corduroy and chill to the sights and the sounds of the Cosmos

TOTS & TATTLES
Mr. & Mrs. Day
Come for a tot, stay for a tattle

FLAMING CORNHOLE
The Danger Mouse
Classic cornhole meets homemade gunpowder beanbags for a satisfying boom with your win! We will play at twilight until we run out of ammunition. All ages welcome. Come find me to help make more beanbags

bicamRL AV
David Linton
Integrated recursive audio & video feedback system of perversely simple design modulated by freehand intervention to deliver a vigorous eye, ear, and - sometimes - body shaking realtime audio visual performance from which a kind of retro-tech animist ritual “medicine show” emerges where subject and object blur

TRAIN OF 1000 WINGS
Margaret Schedel
Raw Sound of Hammond Organ

CAMP BOOZEHOLE PRESENTS CARNEY ISLAND
Camp Boozehole
A Euclidean village of carnival games! Featuring the human skill crane, garbage guesses, neck tattoos, Frank serving franks, bearded lady rage and BOOZE!

EUCLID’S ELEMENTS-BOOK XIII-PROPOSITION 14
Geodesic Temple
30’ x 30’ x 20’
A loop made of nine octahedra burns on Sunday after sunset

THE TEMPLE OF RICK JAMES
Rick James Templars
Find yourself transformed into Rick James

SURFACE TENSION
Viktor, Wallace Ballz, Margaret, Michael
A diamond shaped Disorient boat that glides between the fabric of the worlds

TOAD KARAOKE LOUNGE
Boris “ Burning Elf” and Lori “Lollygoa” Connell

MATH LAB
Disorient
Euclid’s future fever dreams in a boxtruck

AJNA LIGHT THERAPY
William Greenage
Psychedelic brainwave entrainment
SPECIAL EVENTS & PERFORMANCES

MAIN STAGE
FRIDAY 4-6PM
Dirty Honey
Live dirty Basslines and Dirty Beats.
FRIDAY 8:20PM
SUN(SET): {GET, DOWN}
Pink Euclidean Geometry in the Sky
SATURDAY 5AM
-LIVE MUSIC-
PLAN 23
SATURDAY 9AM
-LIVE PERFORMANCE-
The Subliminal Mind Cult of INFINITE KITTEN
SATURDAY 4-8pm
NON LINEAR EXOTICA: NASA TIKI
Cosmic Tiki Potluck: Suit up and bring a dish to share!
Happy Hour begins at 7
SATURDAY 8:20PM
SUN: {SET, DANCE, OFF}
Pythagoras can’t shimmy like Euclid?
SATURDAY 9PM
Laser Harp by Kevin Carter
Kevin Carter is a DJ and producer focused on the synthesis of weird glitchy bleeps and bloops and the beauty of organic instrumentation, focusing on strange new interfaces to create music, including laser harps, distorted taishogotos, Kaossilators, electroencephalographs, and other equally bizarre electronic devices.
SUNDAY 9AM
-LIVE PERFORMANCE-
The Subliminal Mind Cult of INFINITE KITTEN

DIGITAL NATIVE
FRIDAY 10PM
SNARKADE - Video Game Competition
Try your luck in a Digital Native tournament, beating classic video games to win a special jackpot, all while being heckled.
SATURDAY NOON-2PM
Workshops @ The Space
Digital Native hosts daytime presenters
SATURDAY 9PM
Laser Harp by Kevin Carter
Kevin Carter is a DJ and producer focused on the synthesis of weird glitchy bleeps and bloops and the beauty of organic instrumentation, focusing on strange new interfaces to create music, including laser harps, distorted taishogotos, Kaossilators, electroencephalographs, and other equally bizarre electronic devices.
SUNDAY NOON-2PM
Workshops @ The Space
Digital Native hosts daytime presenters

BURN CEREMONY
Pre: Ohmslice

8 CHANNEL TENT
Meg Schedel
Jenn Grossman
Douggie Style
Sofy Yuditskaya
and more!

bicamRL CHALET
Bradford Reed
Jane LeCroy
Doc Gregory
Jeremy Slater
Interceptor
Meg Schedel
and more!
All ticket holders are required to sign a waiver. If you purchased a ticket online you are covered.

If you purchased a ticket for someone else, that person MUST sign a waiver at the gate.

If you did not purchase your own ticket, you MUST sign a waiver at the gate.

All parents/guardians wishing to bring children under the age of 18 will be required to sign a Parental Consent Release and Waiver at the gate.

You must bring enough food, water, shelter, and first aid to survive one week in an unpredictable mountain environment.

Commercial vending is prohibited.

You agree to read and abide by ALL rules contained in this Survival Guide.
You are at the end of the Country Club Survival Guide.
Thanks for being a part of the magic.
Disorient is a volunteer-run, not-for-profit, art collective.
Disorient is an open creative platform, powered by love.
Come, join us.

www.disorient.info
info@disorient.info

This guide was lovingly crafted by Jacob Joaquin who generated all page backgrounds in processing and Angela Day who added overlays, gradients, a site map and made all the text fit (phew, you guys, we are rich in participation and creative line spacing!)